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Jackson Nelson:  The Passing of an Era 
 
This trip was organized on relatively short notice in order to attend the funeral of Jackson Nelson, 
President of World Hunger Relief – Haiti, and the person through whom WHRI has implemented 
virtually all its Haiti activities since the mid 1990s.  Jackson’s contributions to NE Haiti are widely 
recognized, and the respect and affection that people feel for Ti Papo, as he was widely known, was 
readily apparent throughout the week leading up to and following his funeral. 

 
His legacy includes some 400 water wells dug throughout NE 
Haiti, a primary school and a technical school, an orphanage, a 
string of agricultural projects, a term as mayor, and hundreds, 
maybe thousands, of individuals whom he helped with personal 
loans, jobs, advice, and moral support.  Ti Papo will be sorely 
missed. 
 
Throughout the week, a common thread of conversation with his 
family, co-workers, and expatriate supporters (Mission Waco, 
his other major financial supporter, also had a group in town) 

centered around the need to continue the work Papo  began.  In 
the past two years he developed the Jackson Nelson Foundation 

for Socioeconomic Progress (FONJANEPS) as an umbrella organization to oversee his various 
activities, and he encouraged his children to take part in its leadership (although this wasn’t effectively 
implemented since all four children have been going to school or working elsewhere).   
 
Indeed, the family convened for most of the day after the funeral, and emerged with a plan complete 
with an Administrative Council including his wife, children, and two advisors.  His second daughter, 
Nirla, a physician completing her community service requirements in the Dominican Republic, plans to 
move back to Ferrier in March where she has a job waiting at the Mission Waco-funded Beraca clinic.  
Jackson often expressed to me his dream of Nirla coming back to Ferrier and helping him oversee the 
Foundation, and both I and others agree she has the strongest leadership gifting among his children.   
 
The whole family seemed ready to plunge in, and by the end of the week they were organizing activities 
at the school, planning new water wells, and meeting with farmer groups.  All the while they continued 
to reminisce and tell stories about their beloved husband and father.  I pray that these activities, carried 
out to honor his vision, will help them process his passing rather than creating additional stresses that 
further burden their grieving. 
 
 
System of Rice Intensification (SRI) 
 
Because of a drought, which limited irrigation water on and off since January, most Ferrier rice farmers 
have not harvested a crop this year.  Even in the Masak region, which receives the area’s most reliable 
water from a dam in the Dominican Republic, extensionist Eric Jean Baptist estimates that only a quarter 
of the land area produced a reasonable crop.  As a result, all spring-season SRI plantings were either 

ETAF students pay their last respects  
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abandoned or failed to produce.  Two SRI plots were planted for the fall season in Masak, including the 
largest trial to date (about an acre in size). 
 
Farmers continue to be impressed by the results SRI techniques have borne, but the added labor at 
transplanting time inhibits many from considering anything more than a small trial.  Ernest Mathieu, 
who planted the one-acre plot mentioned above, used a modified technique transplanting young, 
individual seedlings (SRI technique), but spacing them at random (traditional technique) rather than in 
rows.  He justified this choice by arguing that it took significantly less time, though he now has more 
work to weed the plot since he won’t be able to use an SRI rotary weeder, and will have to pull weeds 
by hand.   
 
I spent a considerable amount of time talking with Eric and Elisma 
about whether or not SRI has the potential to become a significant 
part of the local farming system.  We have been promoting this 
technique for over two years now, and frankly I’m disappointed by 
what we have to show for it.  I assumed the benefits of SRI would 
sell it without a lot of promotion, but it remains more a curiosity 
than a real game changer for Ferrier farmers.   
 
Is the problem that the technology simply isn’t a good “fit” for this 
environment?  Do we need to promote SRI more 
aggressively/creatively? One obstacle that seems to come up 
repeatedly is that in Haiti, when an outsider brings in a new 
project or idea, people expect a bourad, or financial incentive, as 
encouragement.  I’ve held that if the benefits of the technology 
can’t sell it, it’s not worth selling.  The only bourad I’ve considered is giving them rotary weeders.  
Should we rethink this?   
 
I’ve told Eric and Elisma that the 2013 season will be critical in answering these questions.  If we don’t 
see a bigger impact by next summer, I have serious doubts over whether we should continue to promote 
SRI.  They agreed to focus most of their attention in the coming season on producers in the Masak area, 
since they have the most reliable water source and the greatest chances of success.  If we can get SRI 
established in that area, it will likely spread elsewhere.  Elisma wants to rent land in that area himself, 
and Eric is working at organizing a group of 10-12 Masak farmers who are willing to trade labor to 
overcome the added demand at transplanting time.  I’m excited to see what difference these efforts will 
make. 
 
 
Ox Traction Project 
 
The group of farmers who received ox teams last fall met twice during this week, once with Jude Regis 
of GRADES, who organized the training and is now overseeing the follow-up and loan repayment, and 
once with the Nelson family since Jackson had joint control with GRADES of the revolving fund which 
paid for their oxen.  Ilde Nelson will replace Jackson as signer on the account, and Jude agreed to have 
the fund moved to Ferrier from Terrier Rouge to make it easier for people to pay.  Only a handful of 
participants have made payments on their loans to date, presumably because they haven’t had a decent 
rice crop, but some participants did have significant income, and we need to press GRADES (and 
FONJANEPS) to get people to begin paying what they can. 
 

Ernest Mathieu examines his one-
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Participants expressed significant frustrations with GRADES’s lack of follow-up for three members 
whose oxen were stolen, or were sold because they didn’t perform adequately.  Jude promised to resolve 
these problems promptly, and suggested we extend further loans to two participants whose oxen were 
stolen so that they can get a working team to generate the income to repay their loans.  There is enough 
money in the fund to finance these purchases, and though I have reservations about putting people 
further in debt, the only realistic alternative is to put them into default, at which point we’d have to 
decide whether to seize their collateral (mostly land or houses) or simply eat the loss, neither of which 
seems palatable. 
 
The participant group has organized themselves as the Association of Planters and Ox Handlers (APEB) 
with Eric Jean Baptist as President.  They say they want to meet regularly to support each other (when 
one participant’s oxen were stolen last spring, several of them went together and plowed his field for 
him).  The FONJANEPS council also seems eager for regular communication with the group, and asked 
that they be given monthly reports on their activities. 
 
Agriculture Education 
 
For the past year, WHRI has provided funding for Francois Geffrard and Cleanne Nelson, teachers at the 
Collège de l’Avenir de Ferrier (CAF), to teach agriculture classes to grades seven & eight.  I met with 
them and mapped out rough curriculum for the coming year including vegetable production in the fall, 
tree production in the winter, and field crops in the spring.  The students participate in hands-on work as 
well as classroom instruction, and they seem quite motivated.  I’m hoping to stay in closer touch with 
the teachers this year, and intend to push them to step things up a notch or two.  They currently teach 
agriculture classes just once per week, and I would love to see this increased.   
 
One year ago, Jackson started a technical school, the Technical Agriculture School of Ferrier (ETAF) 
for roughly 18 students from Ferrier and Ft. Liberté (the regional center 20 minutes from Ferrier).  At 
the time, I expressed some reservations about the sustainability of this school especially given Jackson’s 

relatively poor track record with collecting tuition.  A similar school 
closed in 2004 after only six months due to lack of funds.  CAF parents 
rarely pay the stated tuition, and in recent years it has thrived largely 
because it is heavily subsidized by Mission Waco’s child sponsorship 
program. 
 
Nonetheless, Jackson forged ahead with the school last January.  WHRI 
made one larger contribution to the effort, and I discovered during this 
visit that Jackson had been using $300/month that WHRI sent for his own 
salary to pay the ETAF Director and Secretary.  The FONJANEPS 
council agreed that they wanted to continue this practice, so I plan to act 
accordingly.  I will work with the ETAF Director  to help increase their 
other sources of funding (their current tuition charge is unreasonably low, 
and they have significant income potential from selling tree seedlings 
students’ nursery).  I am most comfortable supporting the organization if 
they have a diversity of income sources. 
 
I met with ETAF Director, Agronome Rodemond Jincent, twice during 

the week, and was quite impressed with his technical knowledge and level of motivation.  He seems to 
be interested in collaboration, and now that I know we are paying his salary, I plan to have more regular 

ETAF Director and CAF Ag 
Teacher show off tree nursery 
to Jim Wolfe (l)  



communication with him, and hope to help them work on curriculum as well as organizational 
sustainability. 
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